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The judicial dissolution system is a special means of relief for shareholders 
recognized by legislations in various countries. In 2005, the legislative body of 
China added the new system into the newly revised version of Company Law of 
the People’s Republic of China. This system, which is a crucial missing link of 
the in-and-out system of company law, offers the final alternative of relief to 
shareholders when their companies bog down. However, the judicial dissolution 
system in China now is far from perfect. There are still plenty of blank spaces 
in legislation, judicial practices and theoretical research. Therefore, it is of 
great significance to further the research in this area. Taking the above situation 
into consideration, this thesis attempts to examine the history of the judicial 
dissolution system in China and its current status, focusing on analysis of the 
standards of substantiveness and procedure issues, put forward some 
suggestions on how to perfect the system in China drawing on relevant 
experiences and practices of other countries.   
The first Chapter analyzes the judicial dissolution system in China. Firstly, 
I will introduce the concept of the System, specifically, its connotations, origins 
and nature. Secondly, I will discuss the history of the System and its current 
status. The third part will deal with standards for judgment of several 
substantive issues in the System. Lastly, I will analyze and interpret several 
procedural issues in the legislating process of the System. 
Chapter two analyzes the problem of the judicial dissolution system in 
China. I will firstly discuss the experiences and practices of other countries on 
plaintiffs and reasons, malicious litigation defense action and  alternative 
measures. In the second part of this Chapter, I will describe the significance of 
introducing these foreign experiences and practices into China.  
    In Chapter three, I will mainly bring forward several suggestions on how 
to perfect the Chinese system of judicial dissolution. The first part will be my 
views on two substantive issues in the System. Then, I will also advance my 














analysis will be concluded with four specific suggestions on how to issue 
alternative measures for the System. 
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第一章  我国司法解散制度现状解读 






































































































第二节  我国司法解散制度发展历程及现状 
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